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F r i d a y , M a r c h  2 6 ,  2 0 0 4
MONTANA KAIMIN
V o l u m e  C V I ,  I s s u e  8 5
A martial-arts business in
Missoula is offering a special semi-
nar on rape defense due to the recent
sexual assaults reported by
University of Montana students.
Sakura Warrior Arts will hold
“anti-abduction rape defense” class-
es, said Jim Harrison, business owner
and class instructor. 
“The point is to damage and
destroy the physical capability and
will of the rapist to rape,” Harrison
said.
Harrison has been called “one of
the most dangerous men in the
world” by Bruce Lee and was Lee’s
wife’s bodyguard in 1969. His 45-
year martial-arts fighting career
ended in 1999, when he won the
National Master’s Judo
Championship at age 61. But
Harrison has had a dojo — Japanese
for “training hall” — for the past 24
years in Missoula, where he and his
children continue to instruct martial-
arts classes.
Harrison created his rape-defense
course in response to student interest
and concern. Since March 6, when a
UM student reported being sexually
assaulted, Harrison has received sev-
eral calls from students inquiring
about self-defense classes.
UM sophomore Robin Dobbe, a
business student, said she is con-
cerned for her safety, especially
when she’s walking home from work
at night.
“I work until 11:30 p.m. in the
Liberal Arts Building, and I either
walk or bike home,” Dobbe said.
“After the second incident at night, I
thought, ‘This is a serious situation
and I shouldn’t walk around alone at
night.’”
Now Dobbe’s boyfriend picks her
up from work.
But even with self-defense train-
ing, some say that how the victim is
feeling at the time of attack should
determine whether she should fight
back or not.
“It has everything to do with their
mind-set,” said captain Jim Lemcke,
assistant director of Public Safety. “It
depends on their mental and physical
abilities.”
Others say that even though self-
defense might give people confi-
dence to defend themselves, the
whole community needs to partici-
pate to prevent sexual offenses.
“SARC supports the survivors and
puts prevention efforts on peer edu-
cation and involving men in prevent-
ing sexual assault,” said Bridget
Hanna, coordinator of the Student
Assault Resource Center. 
The self-defense seminar will take
place in three one-and-a-half-hour
classes covering the most common
ways a woman is abducted, Harrison
said. 
“The rapist usually comes from
behind and covers the woman’s
mouth with one hand and controls
her arms with the other hand,”
Harrison explained. “This is to keep
the woman under the rapist’s control
and to keep her from screaming.”
The three classes, held April 7, 14
and 21, will cover defense maneu-
vers for when the victim is being
attacked while standing, sitting and
lying on the ground. The price is $45
until April 7, when it will be raised
to $60. Interested people can go to
Sakura Warrior Arts at 255 West
Higgins to sign up and pay, or they
can call 728-8187.
The price of the classes is what’s
holding Dobbe back.
“I would sign up for the classes,
but that would take money,” Dobbe
said. 
Harrison’s class is only for
women, but he will have some of his
male students pose as attackers for
practice. A man attacking a woman is
the most realistic situation in rape
cases, Harrison said.
In 2001, more than 90 percent of
victims of rape and sexual assault
were female, and one out of 10 vic-
tims knew the offender, according to
the National Center for Disease
Control. And according to the Office
of Public Safety’s Web site, one in
four college women has been the vic-
tim of rape or attempted rape.
Freshman females bear the highest
risk of rape, the organization found.
Help on campus includes: emer-
gency telephones; the student escort
service, which runs from 8 p.m. to
2:30 a.m. and can be reached at 243-
2777; Public Safety, which can be
reached at 243-4000; and SARC,
which can be reached at 243-6559.
Leah Young
For the Kaimin
MAS asks regents to cancel MontPIRG fee process
DILLON — The chances of MontPIRG or
any other group being able to raise funds by
way of fees that students agree to have added
to their tuition bills took a blow at Wednesday
night’s meeting of the Montana Associated
Students.
Members of MAS — the body of all student
government presidents from each Montana uni-
versity — voted to support a resolution encour-
aging the cancellation of the policy that allows
MontPIRG to collect its voluntary student fee.
Many members expressed hope that no organi-
zation on any Montana campus would be able
to use tuition bills to collect funds from stu-
dents. 
The Board of Regents will decide on the
issue at its Friday meeting.
In February, ASUM passed a resolution sup-
porting a policy that would open MontPIRG’s
method of fund raising to other student groups
on campus. The ASUM-supported policy
would only apply to the University of
Montana, and it received broad support from
senate members.
Every semester each of MontPIRG’s esti-
mated 2,000 UM members gives the group $3. 
“MontPIRG’s way of collecting fees is mis-
leading at best and evil deception at worst,”
said Jake Eaton, chair of the Montana College
Republicans, adding that many students don’t
know what they are signing up for when they
agree to give MontPIRG money.
MontPIRG treasurer Matt Singer asked
MAS not to undermine the authority of ASUM.
“Everyone at UM would appreciate MAS
letting us decide what happens on our own
campus,” Singer said. “If we were really doing
things to anger students, we wouldn’t be on
campus anymore.”
MontPIRG has been at UM for more than 20
years.
At Friday’s meeting of the Board of Regents,
two policies concerning MontPIRG and the
collection of voluntary student fees are up for
consideration.
One proposal, based on the February ASUM
resolution and brought forward by Regent
Lynn Hamilton, would allow any group to col-
lect funding directly from the tuition bills of
any student who signed up to pay the fee, pro-
vided the group could reimburse the adminis-
tration for the costs of collecting and then giv-
ing the fee to the organization. This cost is esti-
mated to be around $600 annually.
ASUM President Aaron Flint said the pro-
posal could be good for UM students.
“I’m excited to see what new can develop
from opening this up to other groups,” Flint
said.
Another proposal, supported by MAS and
brought forward by Regent Richard Roehm,
would ban voluntary fees collected by the
administration at UM and throughout the rest
of the Montana University System.
“The intent is to get the university system
out of the collection process,” Roehm said.
Even though the ASUM policy applies only
to Missoula, some MAS representatives
expressed fear that eventually the regents
would expand voluntary fees to all campuses.
“It is going to end up being a disease,”
Montana Tech President Tug Elden said.
Voluntary fees will come up again and again
until they are implemented  system-wide, he
said. 
ASUM Vice President Gale Price was upset
that other student governments could decide
what is best for UM.
“If you take a stance on this tonight, you
will be infringing on the power of ASUM,” she
said.
Martial arts dojo to offer rape defense classes
Photo Illustration, Chandler Melton/Montana Kaimin
Tania Harrison demonstrates how to stop a potential rapist, played by her father, Jim Harrison, the owner of
Sakura Warrior Arts, at his business on Wednesday night. 
Curtis Wackerle
Montana Kaimin
Dennison: $1 million debt will be ‘dealt with’ in three years
DILLON —
University of
Montana
President
George
Dennison appeared before the Board
of Regents  Thursday to answer
regents’ questions about the nearly $1
million deficit recently uncovered in
UM’s athletics department.
“I feel terribly embarrassed and ter-
ribly humiliated about (the deficit),”
Dennison told the regents.
Dennison outlined UM’s plan to
eliminate the debt and to prevent
deficits in the future.
“It looks like it will be in the
neighborhood of $950,000 that we
will have to deal with,” he said.
“There are ways in which we can
deal with it ... we will do it in three
years’ time.”
The student athletics fee will not be
raised to cover the deficit, Dennison
said, although he didn’t rule out rais-
ing the fee in the future to keep ath-
letics from spiraling into debt again.
The UM administration once con-
sidered a $30 hike in the athletics fee
to solve the athletics department’s
financial crisis, but is no longer pro-
posing the increase to the Board of
Regents.
No money will be reallocated from
other departments to cover the deficit,
according to Dennison’s plan.
“I’m not talking about stealing
back,” Dennison said.
However, Dennison said money
left over from other departments’
budgets can be distributed throughout
campus and could be used to pay
down the athletics department’s debt.
To cover the deficit, the administra-
tion is proposing increasing the price
of season tickets, increasing Grizzly
Scholarship Association dues,
increasing corporate sponsorships,
continuing to schedule a seventh
home football game each season and
practicing more efficient team and
recruiting travel practices.
Dennison stated that he knew there
might be a problem in October, but he
didn’t know the seriousness of the
problem until February.
“I didn’t have any suspicions at all
that there were accounting errors,” he
said.
When asked by Student Regent
Christian Hur why he didn’t report
that he knew there might be a prob-
lem in October, Dennison said,
“Perhaps I should have.”
The regents expressed confidence
in the investigatory panel that has
now begun to look into the causes of
the deficit.
When he first found out about the
deficit, Board of Regents Chairman
John Mercer said he was heartbroken.
He was worried that Montanans
would see this as an example of how
higher education has problems with
the way it manages its money.
“There were lots of reasons to hang
my head in wonder,” Mercer said.
But after thinking about the situa-
tion, Mercer said he thought it could
be a tremendous opportunity to open
up the books for the rest of the state. 
“At the end of this exercise, there
will be more trust,” he said. 
Curtis Wackerle
Montana Kaimin
Maybe regents
should have
been told earlier,
Dennison says
Arguments are flawed
In response to Mr. Kevin
Andersen’s views on LAMBDA,
and to the Missoula community as
a whole, I must say that the argu-
ments presented are full of vices.
I am very tired of having these
types of emotional discussions.
The issue of gay marriage cannot
have emotion linked to it when
trying to promote this argument
because it is an issue of LAW.  I
can see the argument as a social
principle that goes against certain
beliefs and personal ideals, but
unfortunately they do not hold
ground in the justice system. Not
only does it have this vice, but
also a moral flaw. 
Is this person really so impor-
tant that he or she can make a
decision whether two people can
get married based on a social con-
struct? Is this person thinking that
he or she has the power of GOD?
Maybe Kevin should review his
argument a little closer. He or she
has no right to promote these
ideas based on his or her argu-
ments.
As far as defending Bush and
attacking the people of Missoula,
I must ask this fundamental ques-
tion that seems to boggle every
mind it comes to: Why did Bush
let 23 members of the bin Laden
family fly out of the United States
jurisdiction days after Sept. 11? A
reminder to all that no other civil-
ian plane was in the air at the
time except the private jets to fly
the bin Ladens around the coun-
try, an order issued by our own
President Bush. Answer this,
Kevin, and then see if backing
President Bush is really the right
thing to do.  If anyone feels that
Missoula leans to the “left” look
at the argument above, or maybe
Bozeman can be the “right” place
to be.
Cody Atkins
Freshman, philosophy
Q: A friend of mine in HHP said that 10 laps
around the track upstairs in the Rec Center does
not make a mile as the sign says. This would mean
that my mile time is not nearly as fabulous as I had
thought, and that makes me want to quit exercising
altogether. Is my friend right?
— Justin
A: There are some problems with your question,
Justin.
First, you are running. Does running in laps really
make sense to you? Is anybody chasing you? Do you
taste the sweet nectar of victory in any way? Really,
now. Think about it. 
Second, you’re listening to your friends. Your sporty
HHP friend doesn’t know about Rec Center goings-on.
Does your friend dominate the basketball two-on-two
scene at the Rec Center — directly below that track,
mind you — like Uncle Luke and I do? I didn’t think
so. Well, OK, you’re not privy to all the new shit, so
uh, you know, but that’s what you pay me for.
Actually, Justin, your friend is right. And I apologize
for using the naughty word above.
Tom Raunig, UM’s head track coach, said he had
measured the track a while back and found it to be 152
meters long. He said it’s probably shorter if you run
near the railing.
Here comes the math:
The 152-meter length, multiplied by 10 laps, equals
1,520 meters. A mile is approximately 1,610 meters
long. This means the “10-lap mile” is actually about 90
meters short of a mile, or nearly 295 feet.
As for your time, Justin, if you were to run 8 miles
per hour, you would be traveling 11.73 feet per second.
Divide that into 295 feet, and you find that it would
take you about 25 seconds more to finish your mile.
Long story short, you’re slower than you thought
you were, you’re running for no reason, and you’re lis-
tening to your friend, who almost definitely does not
slay people in two-on-two.
Q: Is it true that if a person is wrongfully convict-
ed and put in prison for a crime he didn’t commit,
he has have to sign a statement saying he won’t
bring suit against the state before he is released
from prison? Has anyone been wrongfully convicted
in Montana?
— Louis
A: “That would be against the law,” said Jeff Renz, a
professor at UM’s law school. “They could not say you
can’t sue the state.”
I guess that settles it.
When you think about it, it would be a pretty harsh
thing to require wrongfully imprisoned inmates to not
sue the state. How would that happen?
(Begin hypothetical conversation.)
The State: “Yeah — so, Bob, we’re sorry about this
little snafu. Your getting locked up for a decade when
you didn’t really throw that old lady in front of a
speeding truck ... yeah, that was a bum deal. But on the
upside, here’s a piece of paper for you to sign.”
Bob: “What’s it say?”
The State: “Oh, you know, the typical stuff: You’re
being released, we made a mistake ... you won’t sue us,
Ramen noodles are tasty. Just general things like that.”
Bob: “I hate you, The State. I liked you better when
you were on MTV.”
(End lame conversation.)
Renz said there have been three people in Montana
who have been exonerated.
Chester Bauer served 14 years for a rape he didn’t
commit. Jimmy Ray Bromgard was released after 15
years in prison when DNA evidence showed he did not
rape an 8-year-old girl. Paul Kordonowy was convicted
in 1990 for a rape, but last year Attorney General Mike
McGrath exonerated him based on DNA evidence.
Kordonowy and Bauer are still in prison for other
convictions.
In the trials of all three men, Arnold Melnikoff, for-
mer director of the Montana Crime Lab, provided
pubic hair analysis that helped convict them, Renz said.
Melnikoff was working in Washington state until last
Tuesday, when the state patrol fired him from the state
crime lab for not meeting professional standards in the
Kordonowy case.
You might say he was Mel-ni-kicked-off. Ha! You
got to love that.
Q: Does the University have any policy regarding
accepting students who are sexual offenders?
— Dan
A: “We certainly do,” said Frank Matule, director of
Enrollment Services.
(That makes two questions in a row that I’ve started
with quotes from UM employees. I’ve got to get away
from that. It’s my writing crutch.)
Students who apply to UM must answer questions
about “safety and security,” Matule said.
This includes admitting whether they have been dis-
ciplined by another university or whether they have
been convicted of a criminal offense, other than a traf-
fic violation, or institutionalized for threatening or
causing physical or emotional injury to a person or
property.
If applicants check the “yes” box on any of these,
they must explain the situation. Their applications then
go before an admissions review committee headed by
Ron Brunell, director of Residence Life. 
They must give the committee information regarding
the nature of the crime, letters from parole officers and
a list of any rehabilitative programs they have complet-
ed, Matule said.
“In our experience, once we write back to the person
saying we need all these credentials, we never hear
from them again,” he said.
If the applicants follow through with the application,
they are accepted into the University with certain pro-
visions.
“Typically, they can’t live on campus; they can’t use
drugs or consume alcohol,” he said.
But none of this precludes a sexual offender from
checking the “no” box.
“It would be possible for a person to misrepresent
themselves,” Matule said. “We have not had instances
where people have gotten through and they’ve had a
prison record.”
But if you really want to know if someone’s a sexual
offender, just ask. People like that, especially in public
areas.
Every week the editorial staff of the Kaimin gives a cut-to-the-
chase summary of some of the week’s news events, and our opin-
ion on them.
New fraternity on campus: “Wasting away again at Kappa
Sigmaville.”
According to the fliers provided by Kappa Sigma recruiters,
Jimmy Buffett once had a great time jamming with Kappa Sigma
members. Are you saying you’re too good for Kappa Sigma?
Because you’re saying you’re too good for Jimmy Buffett. Your
lifetime pass to Margaritaville is now revoked. Don’t come back.
And find that damned salt shaker.
New Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences: Skeptical
sigh.
They have climbed the highest mountain. They have run
through the fields. They flew in seven candidates. But they still
didn’t find what they were looking for. So they picked the interim
dean, Gerry Fetz, who was running the college the whole time.
Money well spent.
Lady Griz end season with loss: Heartbreak, muffled sobs.
How good was that contest? The Lady Griz almost took down a
NUMBER TWO seed. That’s no misprint, the Lady Techsters
clearly got two-seed game and we came within a few bounces of
ousting them from the tournament. That’s how awesome our
women are. Plus, you get the feeling that if Julie Demming was-
n’t in foul trouble she would have scored 150 points, easily lead-
ing the Griz to a 90-point victory.
New receiver for the Griz: Ronnie! Ronnie! Ronnie! 
Ronnie reminds us a bit of Rudy, although Rudy’s story seems
to be a bit more romanticized since he actually got to play for the
Irish in the end. Ronnie probably won’t have to be sleeping in
broom closets at UM though. And hopefully he’ll be able to make
more friends besides an old creepy janitor.  
Administrators withdraw athletics fee increase proposal:
Hooray!
To celebrate the withdrawal of the proposed athletics fee
increase, students are all going to skip class next week. And drink
themselves stupid in celebration. That’s an extra $30 in hard-
earned drinking money that the athletics department can’t run up
a schmoozing tab at The Depot with.
Sesame Street celebrates 35th birthday: Gleeful clapping.
The show is climbing the hill and still going strong. We have to
pay tribute to the show that taught us to love, not fear, creepy
puppets, even if they constantly demand to be tickled. It has also
taught us to cherish the surly attitudes of those who dwell in
garbage cans.
The Peanut Gallery is written 
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Bro! We can totally camp in the desert down
there. The desert! It’s going to be such a break
from having to be in Missoula all winter. Know
what I mean, man? I hear those national parks
are great. I mean, man, it’s going to be so
warm. We’ll probably take down some
‘shrooms, too. It’s going to be epic, man. 
Calendar of Events
All This Week
Idea #1:  Catch A Play
PAR/TV Masquer Theatre 
— 7:30 p.m. through March 27
Play - “Uncle Vanya.” What did you do this
spring break? You saw a play? You are just so
cultured! Let’s make out in the back of my
Subaru Outback! Tickets are $11/general and
$10/students.
Idea #2:  See A Dance
PAR/TV Open Space room
— March 23-25 and 27: 
7:30 p.m.
— March 26: 7 p.m. and
10 p.m.
— March 27: 1:30 p.m.
and 4 p.m.
Dance - Spring Dance
Showcase. You want to dance
with the ladies, but you look like Herman
Munster when you shake your ‘thang. Well,
make like a computer science major in ENEX
101 and copy someone else’s work. Who’s
going to know, anyway? Tickets are $5.
Last Day Before The Break, March 26
Idea #3:  Tuba It Up
Music Recital Hall — 7:30 p.m.
Student recital - Karl Ortman on the tuba.
Oh baby, those low notes make me feel it. It’s
like a party in my ears and everyone’s invited.
Idea #4:  Last Chance At The Food Zoo
Food Zoo — 6:30 p.m.
Hours - Food Zoo closes at 6:30 p.m. for
spring break. You’re not going to be eating
anything but ramen, fast food and stale beer
for a week and you know it. Better stock up on
chow while you have the chance.
Weatheror not
Accuracy Watch
High:
Low: 30 Rain
Kaimin Weather - “Sup, bro!”
Looks like we’re going to be socked in with rain today. Have agreat break, folks. Live it, love it. Today’s extended springbreak forecast location: Southern Utah.
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a 
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page. 
52
Highs: Warm
Lows: Cool
Idea #5:  Scan For Hotties At Art Exhibits
Social Science Building Gallery of Visual
Arts — 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Art exhibit - “BFA Student Thesis Exhibition
I,” ends today. Where can you get a hunk or a
hottie to spend your vacation with? The art
gallery, of course. What’s that? The colors rep-
resent the conflict of mankind? *Teehee*
Totally!
End Of Spring Break, Monday, April 5
Depression Sets In Again
All Over Campus
— In the hearts of all students
End of spring break - So maybe
you’re back from break and you’re
reading the Kaimin between classes
on Monday. We have to congratu-
late you for reading the calendar —
not many people do that.
You Can’t Spell “Best” Without Asbestos
University Theater — 8 p.m.
Lecture - President’s Lecture Series: “The
International Stuggle Over Asbestos,” by Barry
Castleman, environmental consultant. Stay
after the lecture for his delicious peanut-butter-
and-asbestos sandwich recsipe. We have to get
rid of it somewhere, after all.
She Blinded Me With This Fair
Adams Center — 6:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
Science Fair - Montana Science Fair. It’s
running April 4-6, but the hours are 8 a.m.-
11:30 a.m. on Tuesday. Come check out some
SCIENCE for free. The goggles, they do noth-
ing!
Kaimin Spring Break
Misnamed player
A hockey player photographed on the sports page of
Thursday’s paper was incorrectly identified as Lauren
Hansen. The player, a member of the University of
Montana’s women’s hockey team, is Carrie Behrends.
Please send events for the calendar to editor@kaimin.org.
The Montana Kaimin does not guarantee publications of events
submitted.
Spring Break Edition
We Specialize In
Student Health NeedsCHC MEDICAL CLINIC
PHYSICIANS
Family Medicine
Jeff Adams, MD
Dick Auerbach, MD
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Richard Paulson, MD
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Internal Medicine
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Belinda Swann, RN Public Health
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Neva Oliver, APRN, BC
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Neva Oliver, APRN, BC
Amy Robohm, APRN
Laela Shimer, APRN, BC*
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REGISTERED NURSES
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Lynnel Holcomb, RT
Adair Kanter, RT
Medical Records
JoAnn Sullivan, RHI634 Eddy Avenue / 243-2122
Call or Stop By To Schedule An Appointment**Curry Health Center Director*Medical Clinic Director
I like the way you move - so keep it safe this
Spring Break. No running with scissors on the
beach this time kids. 
¡TE N G A D I V E R S I Ó N E N E L S O L !
Friday, March 19, 7:30 a.m.
Public Safety received reports
of blood inside one of the eleva-
tors in the Skaggs Building. The
request for an officer was can-
celed when employees discov-
ered the substance was some-
thing resembling cherry syrup.
“Somebody spilled something
in the elevator that was red,”
said Capt. Jim Lemcke, assistant
director of Public Safety. “It
looked like blood.”
Friday, March 19, 3:20 p.m.
A man was reportedly copying
nude photographs at Campus
Quick Copy and attempting to
charge them to a University
account, which the staff would
not allow. Lemcke said the man
was actually copying the photo-
graphs for a class and no crime
was committed.
Friday, March 19, 6:00 p.m.
Two boys, a 12-year-old and
an 11-year-old, were caught
shoplifting candy from the
Bookstore in the University
Center. Lemcke said they were
released into the custody of their
parents.
“They were going to a movie,”
Lemcke said.
Saturday, March 20, 11:40
p.m.
An officer reported two suspi-
cious males outside the Skaggs
Building. Lemcke said the offi-
cer stopped and spoke with the
two men.
“I don’t know why they were
suspicious,” he said. “They were
fine.”
Sunday, March 21, 4:51 a.m.
A resident assistant in
Duniway Hall reportedly request-
ed that a Public Safety officer
inspect the hall after a man had
reportedly entered a female resi-
dent’s room. Lemcke said her
door was unlocked.
Sunday, March 21, 8:47 p.m.
A resident of the University
Villages com-
plained of a loud
argument in
progress, with a
screaming female voice. Lemcke
said the subjects were warned
and released.
“It was just a verbal alterca-
tion,” he said. “Obviously, some-
body was not happy about what-
ever was going on.”
Sunday, March 21, 11:10
p.m.
Public Safety received a report
from seven women living in
Craig Hall of unlawful entry into
their dorm rooms.
“He was just walking in and
waking people up,” Lemcke said.
“Nobody knows who it is. We’ve
asked dorm staff to remind
everybody to lock their doors.”
Monday, March 22, 4:46 p.m.
A woman wanted to speak with
an officer regarding a man who
made obscene gestures at her
while driving by in his car south
of campus, Lemcke said. The car
was reported as a two-tone,
“boxy,” four-door sedan.
“He was just driving by, being
rude,” he said.
Tuesday, March 23, 12:51
p.m.
Lemcke said a person near
Parking Lot G was warned for
having a dog without a leash. He
said the fine for this offense can
be $50.
“People bring dogs to campus
and this is not the proper place
for a dog,” he said. “It’s just a
real pain, and it’s not being kind
to the dog (to have it tied up out-
side).”
Tuesday, March
23, 1:35 p.m.
An employee
turned in a miss-
ing wallet to the
UC Information
Desk. Lemcke said
when the owner of
the wallet came to pick it up, $60
in cash was missing.
“It remains under investiga-
tion,” he said.
Wednesday, March 24, 1:15
p.m.
Lemcke said an officer cited
seven bicycle riders for failing to
stop at the stop sign located at
the intersection of Campus Drive
and the Rec Center. He said this
is one of the busiest pedestrian
intersections on campus and offi-
cers have patrolled it heavily
since a cyclist was hit by a car
on the first day of school last
fall.
“This is just a report of him
doing some targeted patrol,”
Lemcke said. “It’s a dangerous
intersection.”
Wednesday, March 24, 10:44
p.m.
A female resident of Miller
Hall complained that she had
received disturbing phone calls
from another female, Lemcke
said. Reports indicate that the
caller was upset about not being
allowed into a sorority.
“The caller called (the resi-
dent) and was asking questions
and then went off on a tangent,”
he said. “Certainly, odd behav-
ior.”
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First Lutheran Church
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod
2808 South Ave.
(Across from Community Hospital Emergency Room)
549-3311
Sunday Worship Times
8:30 A.M.-Traditional Service
9:45 A.M.-Bible Class
11:00 A.M.-Contemporary Service
7:00 P.M.-Lutheran Student Fellowship
Lenten Services
Wednesday
6:00 P.M.-Soup Supper
7:00 P.M.-Worship Service
www.FLCmissoula.org
The Kaimin
is Hiring!
The Montana Kaimin
Business office is
looking for:
•Account Executives
•Produciton/Creative
•Business Manager
If interested, stop by
Journalism 206 to pick
up an application.
School of Global Commerce and Management  
Master of International 
Management  
 15-Month program  
 Seminar style classes  
 Study and internships abroad  
 Multinational student body  
 Evening classes  
 Rolling application  
 Language study  
#6 AMONG THE BEST COLLEGES AND  
UNIVERSITIES IN THE WEST FOR  
QUALITY AND VALUE  
Spokane, Washington 
Financial aid, grants 
and scholarships 
available 
(509) 777-4606 or pnorth@whitworth.edu 
www.whitworth.edu/mim 
Apply now for summer and fall terms 
Strengthen your skills for a 
management position in: 
international business 
operations, strategic 
planning and marketing, 
import /export and more-  
PRESIDENT GEORGE M. DENNISON
WEEKLY OPEN OFFICE HOURS
Spring Semester 2004
Friday, April 9 12:00 noon - 2:00 pm
Tuesday, April 13 9:00 am - 11:00 am
Wednesday, April 21 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Appointments Appreciated --- 243-2311
Leave  a  message  fo r  the  P res iden t  a t  243-PRES (243-7737)
o r  e - m a i l  a t  p r e s t a l k @ m s o . u m t . e d u
Kristen Cates
Montana Kaimin
Candy culprits, nude nonsense, syrup scare
Police Blotter
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LOW EXPENSES.
HIGH I.Q.
The markets move in mysterious ways. So do many financial companies.
How else to explain the high fees and expenses they charge to manage your
retirement funds? If you find this curious, call us—the company known for
sound guidance and keeping costs low. For over 80 years, we’ve been helping
some of the world’s sharpest minds become smarter investors.
TIAA-CREF.org or call 800-842-2776
Find out more about TIAA-CREF IRAs 
and our other tax-smart financial solutions
RETIREMENT  INSURANCE  MUTUAL FUNDS  COLLEGE SAVINGS  TRUSTS  INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
You should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. Please call 877-518-9161 for a prospectus that
contains this and other information. Please read the prospectus carefully
before investing. TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC and Teachers Personal
Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. Please read the prospectus carefully before
investing. © 2004 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund
(TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017    C31472
UNLIMITED
FAMILY MINUTES
get
UNLIMITED calls
Between Family Chat Plans
Only $25.00 per line
UNLIMITED night & weekends
UNLIMITED Long distance
MORE?
FREE PHONES (CHOICE OF 3)
FREE: Case, Car Charger, Handsfree device
+ WE DONATE $10.00
TO UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
OR COLLEGE OF YOUR CHOICE
Some restrictions apply
CELLULARWorld
CELLULARONE
Authorized Dealer
406-261-9000 • *celworld@centurytel.net
Going South?
• new location •
129 W. Front
next to MacKenzie River
Open 7 days a week
721-1670
Get all you need for Spring
Break at Pipestone
• Chacos
• Shorts
• Climbing Gear
• Boats and Boating
Accessories
Have a Mac?  
Have Problems?
• 5+ years of Mac Experience
• Education and Contract Rates
• Always willing to trade
406.370.4566
peet@artichokeconsulting.com
ARTICHOKE CONSULTING
MAS stays in student regent lawsuit despite dissent
DILLON — Despite objec-
tions from a majority of its
members, Montana Associated
Students will continue its law-
suit against Gov. Judy Martz
and the Montana Legislature
over the extension of Student
Regent Christian Hur’s term.
MAS is the body of student senate presidents from
Montana’s universities. The lawsuit being debated was
filed one year ago after Gov. Martz said she was extending
Hur’s term as student regent for an additional year at the
MAS meeting in January of 2003. Hur was originally
appointed for a two-year term set to expire in the spring of
2003. MAS members said Martz had reappointed Hur with-
out giving the organization time to go through its normal
student regent selection and recommendation process.
MAS did not submit candidate recommendations to the
governor before Hur’s term was extended. State law
requires the governor to hear such recommendations when
selecting a student regent, but opponents of the lawsuit say
that since Martz was extending the term of the current stu-
dent regent, she did not need to consider candidates select-
ed by MAS.
During Wednesday’s meeting, MAS, now comprised of
entirely different members than during the 2002-2003 term,
considered a resolution to drop the lawsuit. Under the
MAS constitution, a resolution fails if two members vote
against it. Aaron Flint, representing the University of
Montana, and Sara Anderson, representing the Great Falls
College of Technology, voted to continue the lawsuit
because, they said, that is what their student senates want-
ed. All the other MAS representatives said their student
senates wanted to drop the lawsuit.
Hur said he thought it was within the governor’s rights
to extend his term for an additional year.
“I think the law is clear,” the second-year UM law stu-
dent said.
Hur said he believes last year’s MAS didn’t like working
with him and had political motives when the suit was filed.
“The new MAS wants to work with me. They are my
friends,” Hur said. “I will continue to serve the students as
best I can.”
The lawsuit might end up hurting students because it is
within the state legislature’s power to eliminate the student
regent position altogether, Hur said.
Governor Martz agreed.
“With the lawsuit, you should be careful what you ask
for,” Martz said in a Thursday-morning meeting with MAS
members.
ASUM Vice President Gale Price objected to what she
read as a threat from the governor.
“Why should students be careful when all they are ask-
ing for is respect and consideration?” Price asked. 
Jon Swan, former ASUM president and MAS president
at the time the suit was filed, said he was glad MAS is con-
tinuing with the suit because he believes what the governor
did was illegal.
“It was a forfeiture of the only law in the state that gives
students a real vote,” Swan said.
The suit was not politically motivated, Swan said.
“If Ralph Nader was governor, we still would have done
it. (Martz) broke the law and that’s the bottom line,” Swan
said.
Many in ASUM wanted to continue the lawsuit because
ASUM, like every other student government in the state,
had already contributed $1,000 in legal fees.
“Our senate has taken a damn-the-torpedoes approach,”
Flint said.
Many at Wednesday’s MAS meeting wanted to drop the
suit because the governor had made a promise to work with
student leaders to clarify the law.
“The governor is showing an attempt to work with
MAS,” said Carla Amerson, president of the student senate
at MSU-Billings. “My student government doesn’t under-
stand why this has been a continuing effort.”
Price said the suit should continue.
“It doesn’t make sense to drop a lawsuit when all we
have is the promise of talks,” Price said.
Curtis Wackerle
Montana Kaimin
The Kaimin would like to suggest that you eat a lot of chocolate during Spring Break - do it.
Student organization
says Gov. Martz failed
to include it in the
student regent 
selection process
University of Montana football
coaches were promised a big target
this week in former Notre Dame
receiver Ronnie Rodamer.
The 6-foot-4-inch, 211-pound
Rodamer went searching for the
chance to play another year of
football after being sidelined with
a concussion in the first game of
his senior season. He found him-
self on the sidelines of the Grizzly
practices this week.
He will graduate from Notre
Dame at the end of this year and
join the Griz in June.
“I got injured a couple of times
and wasn’t able to get into the
flow again,” Rodamer said. “I
played, but I wasn’t really able to
catch balls or make an impact.”
He lettered twice at Notre Dame
and won a slew of honors when he
was in high school in West
Virginia. He was named Gatorade
Player of the Year in 1999 and
caught 35 passes for 660 yards
during his senior year, despite
missing three games.
Rodamer was pointed toward
UM by former Helena high school
player and Notre Dame linebacker
Pat Ryan. 
On his first trip to Missoula this
week, Rodamer liked what he saw.
“I knew Ochs was good; I didn’t
know he was that good. The run-
ning backs are studs,” he said.
Rodamer came looking to make
a difference in the Grizzlies’ game
plan and to get one more year of
football for himself.
“I was told that I would be given
the opportunity to play. I was
going to be given the opportunity
to make a lot of plays, as long as I
prove myself when I come in,” he
said.
When he joins the Griz next
June, he will be one of the biggest
receivers on the team. Rodamer
said he is a physical receiver who
likes to make big plays and attack
opposing players, knocking them
out of their comfort zones.
He has already started to
become inundated with the Griz
football culture, especially the phe-
nomena that is Cat vs. Griz.
“I hear that’s a big game,” he
said. “We’ve got to make sure we
win that (and) make people
happy.”
Rodamer will graduate from
Notre Dame with a degree in eco-
nomics, sociology and computer
applications. He is planning to
attend grad school at the
University, possibly in political
science.
The University of Montana track
team will split up this weekend as
five athletes head to the Stanford
Invitational while others remain in
Missoula for the UM Multi-Events
Competition at Dornblaser Stadium.
Both meets will be the first for the
team’s outdoor season.
Dane Brubaker, Anne Sheehy,
Lindsey Crawford, Jas Gil and Phil
Marlatt are all headed to Stanford to
try to qualify for the regional compe-
tition set for mid-May.  
Tom Raunig, head track and field
coach, said that with the possibility
of colder conditions in Missoula on
Friday and Saturday, athletes will
have warmer weather in which to
compete at the Stanford meet. Since
UM will compete this season in a
number of colder areas like
Washington and Oregon, where
weather conditions are never certain,
it is a good idea to try for regionals
early in the season while they have a
sunny chance, Raunig said.
Meanwhile, others will begin their
season with the UM Multi-Events
Track Competition and Open Meet
on Friday. Montana State and St.
Marys’ teams are invited, but the
competition will not be scored. In
addition, beginning with the hammer
throw on Saturday at 11:35 a.m., the
meet will be open to public competi-
tors. 
A few of UM track’s elite, like
Scott McGowan and Antony Ford,
are not planning to race in either
competition. McGowan and Ford
competed in the national indoor
championships two weeks ago and
are not yet ready for another meet.
“It was a short, brief period
between indoor and outdoor sea-
sons,” Raunig said. “We’re not put-
ting a lot of emphasis on this meet.”
Since it’s still early in the season,
not all athletes are in top shape, and
the possibly chilly weather could
affect the racers. 
Not all events will be held at the
UM meet. The 4-by-100 relay has
been canceled, the 5-kilometer race
will be shortened to 3 kilometers and
there will be no steeplechase.
Raunig said that although the meet
won’t be as long, there will still be
some events to watch.
He said three of UM’s women
pole vaulters have cleared over 12
feet, and MSU’s team has some
standouts as well. Also, UM alumni,
like former all-American decathlete
Troy McDonough, will be compet-
ing as they train for possible
Olympic qualifications.
“(This meet) is kind of a way to
get the ball rolling for the spring sea-
son,” Raunig said.
Just like the rest of their fellow
UM students, the University of
Montana tennis teams hope to kick
off their spring breaks on the right
foot. 
The teams will try to accomplish
that goal with successful weekend
outings against Montana State
University and Lewis and Clark
College at the Lindsay Tennis
Center.
The UM women’s team will
square off against the Bobcats at 2
p.m. on Friday and will turn around
to battle the Warriors on Sunday
afternoon. The men’s team will
play Montana State at 11 a.m. on
Saturday and will play Lewis and
Clark at the same time on Sunday.
The Lady Griz, who are 0-5 so
far this season, will see their first
action since March 7. Despite the
two-week layoff, the Lady Griz are
looking forward to battling against
their rivals for the first time this
season.
“It feels really good and I think
all the girls are picking it up a lot.
And we’re ready to play this sea-
son for sure,” said UM junior
Bonny Bower. “We’re already
motivated and we want to win. We
definitely want to beat the
Cats.”
UM seems to be led by
juniors Annabelle Janairo
and Lindsey Torgerson, who
play No. 1 and No. 2 sin-
gles, respectively.
They are also looking for-
ward to playing their first
home games of the season.
“It feels amazing,” Bower
said. “I know we are going
to have a lot of supporters
out here. It’s definitely an
advantage to us — especial-
ly with the weather condi-
tions, since we are used to
playing in this weather.”
The UM men’s team is
coming off a successful
weekend and is looking for
some revenge against the
Bobcats.
The UM men won two
games last weekend at the
UM Spring Invitational,
which will undoubtedly play
a factor in the matches against their
rivals.
“It just gives the guys a lot of
confidence going into our two
matches this weekend,” said UM
head coach Brian Hanford. “We got
beat pretty soundly by Montana
State down at their place, so the
guys are hungry and have been
looking forward to a rematch for a
long time.”
The Griz (4-4 on the season,
which includes a 4-3 victory over
Lewis and Clark on Feb. 21) were
swept by Montana State to start off
the spring season back on Feb. 20.
A key to the Bobcat victory was
the absence of UM’s Jan
Steenekamp, Montana’s top player.
Steenekamp returned to the court
earlier this month.
“Confidence-wise,
(Steenekamp’s presence) will be a
huge factor,” Hanford said. “We
were also without Varun Giri,
who’s our No. 5 player. So now
I’ve got two players in the lineup
who I didn’t have before and it
makes a big difference.”
UM junior Stan Nevolovich
agrees that last weekend’s victories
were a confidence-builder.
“Since we played well against
Reno after losing to them last year,
I guess we have a lot of confidence
now,” Nevolovich said.
Steenekamp has performed well
since his return this season with a
3-2 record in singles. Meanwhile,
Nevolovich is coming off a week-
end in which he was named the Big
Sky Conference Player of the
Week. He went a combined 4-0 last
weekend, going 2-0 in singles and
doubles.
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LOOKING FOR CAMPUS-
BASED SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT?
Residential Dorm Counselors: Salary: $2,000 (plus room and board is provided)
Are you a UM student with experience supervising teens in an academic or summer program setting?
We are looking for solid students with a successful academic track record (at least 2.5 GPA and 50
earned credits).  Experience working with culturally diverse people is a plus.
Lifetime Sports Instructor: Salary: $950 (30 instructional hours)
Are you a college graduate experienced at teaching, coaching, or planning recreational programs that
extend beyond the traditional basketball and volleyball options?  We are looking for an instructor who
can share a passion for lifetime sports with our high school students.
For detailed position descriptions and applications information, call Jon at 243-2219, send an e-mail
query to ubound@selway.umt.edu, or drop by 001 Brantly Hall (U of M) between 8:00am and 4:00pm.
Closing date: April 9 at 4:00 pm
Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to 
$360
a month
Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35 
& in good health
Call the donor info line
549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
UM track
warms up
for spring
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin
Tennis teams to take on MSU this weekend
Danny Davis
Montana Kaimin
Mike Cohea/Montana Kaimin
Freshman Colby Fannin returns a serve during UM tennis practice Thursday after-
noon on campus. The women travel to Bozeman today to take on the Bobcats
while the men will play MSU on Saturday.
Griz land former Notre Dame receiver
Peter Coyle
Montana Kaimin
KAIMIN SPORTS
read it
love it
live it
Funk and jazz-influenced hip-
hop production, odd sound samples
from old TV shows and education-
al records as well as the rhyming
talents of an enigmatic emcee com-
prise the majority of Madvillain’s
first album “Madvillainy.”
Madvillain is the brainchild of
hip-hop producers and emcees
Madlib and MF Doom. Madlib
records for the Stones Throw
record label and was a former
member of the West Coast hip-hop
group Lootpack. He recently
released an album of remixed
material from the jazz record label
Blue Note, titled “Shades of Blue,”
as well a project with Detroit rap-
per and producer Jaydee under the
moniker of Jaylib. 
MF Doom is a seasoned produc-
er and rapper who released two
solo albums in 2003 under two dif-
ferent aliases, King Geedorah and
Viktor Vaughn. These two recent
releases have amassed him much
notoriety within the sphere of inde-
pendent hip-hop.
“Madvillainy” was apparently
conceived two years ago but was
put on hold in order for each artist
to focus on his own solo career.  
Although only clocking in at
around 47 minutes with 22 songs
(each song hits around the two-
minute mark), “Madvillainy”
showcases the creative and sophis-
ticated talents of this producer-
emcee combo.
Madlib’s laid-back, jazz and
funk-inspired beats and melodies
nuzzle perfectly with MF Doom’s
humorous idiosyncratic rhyme
schemes.  
Perhaps one of the most intrigu-
ing things about this album is how
MF Doom uses his unique rhyming
style and infectious, yet monotone,
cadence. 
“Great Day Today” has a mel-
low, summertime, beer-sippin’ and
barbecuing feel to it, thanks to
Madlib’s use of minor-key organ
samples and funk-inspired drum
beats. The lyrical content seems
like an ode to summer parties and
trying to meet women, although
interpretation probably varies from
person to person.
A sampling of Doom’s unparal-
leled style is found on that song
when he says “Last wish, I wish I
had two more wishes/And I wish
they fix the door to ‘The Matrix,’
its mad glitches/Spit so many vers-
es my jaw twitches/One thing this
party could use is more ...
/Booze/Put ya’ self in your own
shoes.”
MF Doom and Madlib also show
their affinity for smoking marijua-
na in the aptly titled song
“America’s Most Blunted.” Before
the head-nodding beat and bass
line hit the speakers, listeners hear
a hilarious sample of a man talking
about how smoking marijuana and
listening to music opens up a
whole new world, layered over
sounds of people smoking out of a
bong.    
All in all, “Madvillainy” is worth
a listen and a purchase if you grav-
itate towards the non-commercial
side of hip-hop music. Both Madlib
and MF Doom prove with this
album that they are at the top of
their game and that they will con-
tinue to release independent hip-
hop of the highest caliber.
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According to “The History of
Breakdancing,” by Genevieve
Thiers, “breakdancing is known as
an especially dangerous sport for
several reasons ... As a conse-
quence, several dancers have bro-
ken their necks, and one died
notably in 1982 due to a break-
dancing move gone wrong.” Wow.
Sounds extreme. If you want to
witness this intense sport per-
formed by the best dancers around,
check out the B-Boy/B-Girl
Breakdance Battle at the Other
Side. $5. 
SATURDAY
Board a plane, train, bus, car, by
God, board your bike if you have
to. Get out of town, go somewhere
hot or frigid, arid or tropical,
mountainous, coastal, flat, rural, or
urban. It’s spring break. Embark
on an adventure damnit. Just,
whatever you do, make sure to
eliminate all thoughts of school
from your head while you do it.
ALSO
SATURDAY
Okay, that one didn’t work for
you? Too broke to leave town?
Well, here’s a cheap alternative if
you do decide to stick around. Go
check out Shane Clouse and
Stomping Ground at the Union
Club. Music starts at 9:30
and is free.
TUESDAY
THURSDAY
WEDNESDAY
Still here? Well, you might be get-
ting fidgety and bored by now.
How about trying something new
that will allow an outlet for the
frustration and self remorse built
up because you frittered away all
that Christmas money at the bars
and are now stuck at home while
your buddies are in San Diego
soaking up the sun? Take a begin-
ning West African hand drumming
class, taught by Mathew Marsolek
of Drum Brothers. Individual
classes cost $9 and are at St.
Patrick Hospital. No experience is
necessary. Call (406) 726-4448 for
more information.
Stacy Earle and Mark Stuart, a
folk duo from Nashville, bring
their high-spirited, happy folk and
country tunes to the Crystal
Theater. Opening will be Maren
Christensen. Tickets cost $14 in
advance, $16 at the door and can
be purchased at Rockin’ Rudy’s
and Body Basics. 
Yabba Griffiths and Traxx bring their
authentic, reggae melodies to the Top
Hat. Yabba, a veteran reggae performer
originally from Jamaica, and Traxx,
with his contemporary twist on the reg-
gae genre, are touring to promote their
new CD The Yabba Griffiths Story. All
pitchers are $5 from 9 p.m.-10 p.m.,
and cover is TBA.
The latest film from a script by
Charlie Kaufman (“Being John
Malkovich,” “Adaptation”) begins
with an uncharacteristically
scuzzy, depressed Jim Carrey
wandering on a frigid beach alone
on Valentine’s Day. Muttering to
himself in voice-over, he meets
Kate Winslet, decked out in full
day-glo thrift-store glory, com-
plete with blue hair. She manages
to coax a conversation and a date
out of Carrey’s subdued Joel.
The meet-cute on Valentine’s
story should cue viewers in that
something’s not quite what it
seems, and soon after, the film
begins shuffling time and reality
in a way that makes “Memento”
seem easy to follow. 
After they have a nasty break-
up, Joel learns that Clementine
(Winslet) has decided to move on
by any means necessary — she’s
visited a sketchy operation called
Lacuna, Inc, which promises to
erase any and all painful memo-
ries — or in her case, Joel. 
The irresistible idea of erasing
bad memories (and the people
associated with them) doesn’t
seem easy to pull off, but director
Michel Gondry, who directed
Kaufman’s “Human Nature” and
some eye-candy videos for the
White Stripes, makes Lacuna and
the procedure seem both shady
and credible. 
Deciding that he can’t deal with
the breakup or the knowledge that
Clementine wanted him dumped
from the ol’ long-term memory,
Joel goes in for the procedure
himself. Kaufman and Gondry
take us inside Joel’s memory as its
being erased. Unconscious, watch-
ing her literally and metaphorical-
ly disappear, Joel struggles to save
her and make sense of their bro-
ken relationship. From inside
Joel’s head, the plot lines begin
unraveling and tying themselves
in knots.
That’s the bare-bones summary
— trying to fit all the pieces
together is most of the fun of the
film. Those familiar with
Kaufman’s previous movies
should be ecstatic, since fucking
with audiences’ heads is what he
enjoys and what they expect every
outing. “Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind” is the best script
he’s written yet — one that man-
ages to be funny and romantic
without glossing over the charac-
ters’ pain. It’s easily the most
warped movie of its kind since
“Punch-Drunk Love.”
Movie Review by:
Cory Walsh
Far from the minds of students
who are planning a spring break
full of alcoholism and debauchery
are thoughts of the kindly puppets
who taught them the important
things in life in a more innocent
time.
What they taught was more
important, perhaps, than any degree
the University of Montana could
provide: the finer points of the
ABCs, how to always be a good
friend, how to count by fives, and
most importantly, how a person
should never get between a goog-
ley-eyed, schizophrenic monster
and his sweet, sweet cookie, if he
values his life.
“Sesame Street,” the award-win-
ning childen’s series, turns 35 this
April — a number high enough to
both baffle and command more
than a few thunderclaps from
Count Von Count. It will celebrate
the occasion with a prime-time
special airing April 4 at 8 p.m.
ET/PT. 
Although a thing of the past for
most UM students, “Sesame Street”
still commands the respect and
gratitude of those reared by its
latex foam-rubbery hands.
Senior Noah Ginnings was
among many UM students who
neither had an idea that Sesame
Street was turning 35 nor had any
spring break plans to celebrate its
anniversary.
“I wasn’t planning anything at
the time, but I have to now,”
Ginnings said.  “I think I might
have to throw one down for my
homies on the Street.”
Ginnings said he was a huge
“Sesame Street” fan when he was
younger. A highlight of his youth
was having the opportunity to
dance with Count Von Count and
Cookie Monster at a live show in
Spokane. To this day, he still feels
an obligation to “See what they’re
up to” when he spots the show
while flipping channels.
“It taught me how to count,”
Ginnings said. “That was nice.
Counting is good.”
Junior Dale Olinger has always
been a big fan of Oscar, the resi-
dent grouch on “Sesame Street.”
“I’m definitely an Oscar fan,”
Olinger said. “His dark sense of
being always appealed to me.”
On the bottom of his list of
favorite characters is one of the
most popular characters the show
has to offer.
“It would be unpopular to say
Elmo, but I never cared for him,”
Olinger said. “He didn’t do any-
thing when I was little, and he’s
been over-popularized lately.”
Both Ginnings and Olinger still
look at the characters of “Sesame
Street” with eyes relatively untaint-
ed by the cynicism of adulthood.
“The thing about Ernie and
Bert,” Ginnings said, “they’re just
two lonely bachelors who don’t
have the motivation to go out and
look for girls. They like each other,
and are just comfortable with them-
selves.”
If ASUM Childcare is any indi-
cation of the show’s continued pop-
ularity, the Sesame Workshop has
nothing to fear. Most of the chil-
dren raised their hands when asked
if they watched “Sesame Street” —
and that was with the distraction of
a dinosaur movie and the promise
of show and tell in the future.
The characters Oscar and Elmo
are far-and-away the favorites
among the children at ASUM
childcare, with only a few voting
against the grain (Big Bird and
“the cow” received one vote
each). But just what is the best
part about “Sesame Street” is a
widely contested issue among the
children.
Child-approved highlights of the
show vary from “when they dance
a lot” to “when they play hide and
seek” to “when I come play with
Elmo.” Surely the debate among
pre-schoolers will not end anytime
soon.
According to the Sesame
Workshop, in the United States
alone, there are more than 74 mil-
lion “graduates” of Sesame Street.
Each week, more than 8 million
people in the country tune into the
show. But Sesame Street doesn’t
just dominate in numbers. To date,
the show has won 91 Emmy
Awards — more than any other
show in history.
This story was sponsored by the
letter “M” and the number 12.
Austin Modine
Montana Kaimin
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Wish a happy 35th to your homies on the Street
Madvillain’s jazzy hip-hop
a high-caliber collabo
‘Spotless Mind’ shines
thanks to Kaufman script
Excuse me, I hate to bother you, but do you think you could tell me how to get, how to get to Sesame Street?
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A LIMITED NUMBER OF PAID UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER
RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE WITHIN UM’S CENTER
FOR STRUCTURAL & FUNCTIONAL NEUROSCIENCE.
INFORMATION ON STIPENDS, RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES,
AND APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS CAN BE FOUND AT:
http://www.umt.edu/csfn/
MAINTAIN YOUR BRAIN THIS SUMMER
LOST & FOUND
LOST:  6 mo. Long haired grey kitten w/ white patch
on belly.  Lost on 3/22 around 5th and Catlin.  Call
721-5673
FOUND:  Cell phone on 3/24 near SS Bldg.  Call to ID
531-6348 or 745-2262, ask for Michele
LOST:  Leather wallet & passport 3/25 Reward for
safe return.  Call 450-1832
LOST:  Black Nokia cell phone somewhere in LA build-
ing.  Call Jeff 240-0540
PERSONALS
Sick?  Curry Health Center has real live doctors, nurse
practitioners and nurses 24/7.  Call ahead for an
appointment.  243-2122
HELP WANTED
Summer work study position @ children’s shelter.
Shifts available Monday - Sunday are 9pm - midnight,
midnight - 6:30am, 6:30am - 8am, or a combination
of the three.  Call Teresa @ 549-0058.
Great Opportunity Market Research Telephone
Interviews Applications are being accepted at
Research Data Design:  Apply in person at 2685 Palmer
St. Ste. D, M-F 10am - 4pm or call 728-8290
ALASKA SUMMER JOBS- Fishing Industry.  Students can
earn up to $1,000 per week in a cannery and poten-
tially much more on a fishing boat.  No experience
necessary.  http://www.AlaskaJobFinder.com
Make Money taking Online Surveys.  Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys.  Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups.  Visit
www.cash4students.com/mtum
EARN $200-$1000 A WEEK by stuffing envelopes at
home.  100% Legitimate, Honest Work!  No skills, edu-
cation, or experience necessary.  Call 543-3705 for
details and application.
Print job assistant, PT, Flex hours.  Must be depend-
able, attentive, good w/ machinery, generally handy.
Some lifting, need own car.  Call 728-1702 MWF 10-
12.
100% Natural SOY WAX  Candlemakers Needed!  Fun,
be as Creative as you like, set your hours!  Send name
& phone # to:  retirebynight@yahoo.com
***KBGA has 5 available positions.  Applications are
available for News Director, Sports Director, Business
Manager, Program Director, and Network
Administrator.  Stop by UC room 208 for details and
submit a resume with your application by April 9th.
Must be a student.  Work-study a plus.*** 
Seeking qualified couples and individuals for summer
employment.  Unique resort in SW Montana needs
friendly efficient help to include housekeeping and
property maintenance.  Lodging provided.  Write
WEDGE.  P.O. Box 1661 Ennis, MT 59729, or email
info@wedgeretreat.com
Looking for PT office assistant to work within differ-
ent departments, applicant must be proficient with
multiline phones & Microsoft Office.  Interested
applicants need to send cover letter and resume to
jobs@pyrontechnologies.com
SERVICES
Professional carpet cleaning, Average Apartment $45
- $55, call Melissa 721-0175, 21 years experience. 
Resumes, transcription, report typing, editing.  Fast,
student discounts.  www.atozwordprocessing.com,
728-3888
“Wildland Fire Training”  call 543-0013
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING $1.00/page
542-0837.
Ride your bike across America.  We have the maps and
the tours to help. www.adventurecycling.org/c1
Home Day Care expanding to group home.  Accepting
full time and part time.  Open Mon-Sat 7-6 pm.  Call
Marj 721-2280 or 550-0357 for appointment.  
FOR SALE
RUMMAGE SALE - 1st United Methodist Church. 300 E.
Main. Fri. & Sat. March 26 & 27. 9-2
Fooseball Table for sale.  Great condition, good deal.
Call 240-5346
FOR RENT
WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
“Our Rentals Are The Talk Of The Town!”  Apt’s?
Condo’s?  House’s?  Come see the Rental Experts!
Professional Property Management 721-8990.
Centrally located 3 bedroom, 2 bath house available
April 1st.  1320 Eaton St.   $900/month 240-0709
Two bedroom one bath across street from UM.
625/month 300 deposit.  542-3587
ROOMMATES NEEDED
22 yr old female looking for roommate to share home
just west of town.  Furnished, fenced yard, all pets
welcome.  Avail. now. Call Marie @ 728-2463
Room in 3 bdrm house near St. Pats’s.  W/D, fenced,
pet?  Female preferred.  $234/mo + util 829-1205
MISCELLANEOUS
Ski Big Mountain this break!  UM student package.
$199 for 3 nights hotel, tickets, breakfasts.  Contact
campus representative for info at
umgrizzbigmtn@centurytel.net or call for reserva-
tions 1-800-859-3560
Ladies!  Want to play Fastpitch Softball?  Call 544-
2575
COMPUTERS
Have a Mac?  Have Problems?  Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work.  Also
willing to trade.
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ s e l w a y . u m t . e d u E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
Next week
is spring
break for the
University of
Montana, and
most UM students are taking
advantage and escaping the harsh
reality of Missoula. 
“I’m going to Mexico with my
boyfriend to enjoy the beautiful
weather and drink,” said sopho-
more Christina Adams. “I won’t
miss Missoula when I’m gone
because it’s only a week and we’ll
be back.”
Spring break is the perfect hia-
tus for hardworking college stu-
dents. And for those who choose
to sleep through class and never
study, it fits right into their sched-
ules too. The week-long vacation
is coming later than usual at UM
this year. It has been bumped one
week later for three consecutive
years. 
“It’s nice that the weather will
be warmer when people travel,”
said senior Sarah Clark. “Overall,
having the later break is not bad
for me.”
Lake Havasu, Ariz. is consis-
tently one of the country’s most
popular spring break destinations.
With temperatures consistently
reaching into the 90s, college stu-
dents migrate to the lake like the
swallows of Capistrano.
“I’m going to Vegas for a few
days then driving down to Lake
Havasu,” said junior Jesse
Nicholson. “I plan on partying and
enjoying the beautiful scenery pro-
vided by the females from across
the U.S. It’s going to be insane.”
For those unfortunate souls who
will be stuck in Missoula during
spring break, there are some things
to do for entertainment. Mount
Sentinel offers scenic hiking trails
and a giant “M” to explore. There
is also the magnificent carousel in
Cara’s Park downtown. For a nom-
inal fee, you can ride around on a
carved, wooden horse in a con-
trolled circle. For homebodies,
Disney’s “Brother Bear” comes
out on video next Tuesday, which
can offer countless hours of view-
ing pleasure. 
“I have a knee operation that is
going to put me down for spring
break,” said senior Jeff West. “I
hurt it surfing, snowboarding or
playing ultimate frisbee. My ACL
has been torn the past seven years
from something. I used to be a
professional surfer, but now I’m
into the school thing so I’m con-
tent with staying home for break.”
Senior Kelly Wilcoxson plans to
travel to Seattle for the upcoming
week. “I’m going there with some
sorority sisters. I don’t need to
travel anywhere to drink now,
because I’m older and just don’t
need that.”
On campus, Rita Tucker, associ-
ate director of Residence Life,
expects about 30 percent of dorm
residents to remain at UM for the
week. Tucker said the doors will
be locked 24 hours a day during
spring break, but students can still
get inside with their Griz Cards.
Residence Life will operate with
half its staff during the break,
Tucker said. Half of the resident
assistants from the dorms on cam-
pus got time off at Thanksgiving,
while the other half will be stuck
with their regular duties during the
break. The RAs that stayed in
Missoula over Thanksgiving now
get spring break freedom.
Hungry students with meal
plans at UM have no reason to
fear starvation during the break.
All meal plans will be accepted in
the UC Food Court (Monday-
Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m.) and BiSip
(Monday -Friday 2 p.m.-6:45
p.m.). Meal plan participants will
have one week of funds to spend
over the two-week period begin-
ning March 28 and ending April
10.
“The most important thing about
spring break is venting stress from
school and just getting away,”
Nicholson said. “That and the
women at Lake Havasu.”
Joe Friedrichs
For the Kaimin
UM students to relax
during spring break
Mexico, 
Lake Havasu
among break
destinations
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